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There are about 3 million astronomical photographic plates around the globe, representing an
important data source for various aspects of astrophysics. The main advantage is the large time
coverage of 100 years or even more, as well as good sampling. The recent digitization efforts, together with the development of dedicated software, enables for the first time effective data mining
and data analyzes by powerful computers with these archives. We will present the recent status of
such efforts, and then we will focus on the astrophysical aspects with emphasis of application in
high-energy astrophysics (HE) (where many HE sources do have optical counterparts accessible
by plates) including microquasars. The importance of the astronomical data archives as additional
data source for such analyzes will be discussed. Examples of microquasars investigated on the
astronomical plates will be presented.
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1. Introduction
The study of the long-term activity of astrophysical objects is an important but not easy task.
In many cases we need very-long term optical light curves covering more than one decade, and in
some cases even more than several decades, as some duty cycles in some types of astrophysical
targets can be so long (e.g. in binary blazars). For the time being, the astronomical plate archives
represent a suitable source, as they can provide up to several thousands of photometric points
covering up to 100 years or so.

2. Astronomical plate archives and microquasars
The knowledge of long-term activity of known microquasars is still very limited. It is evident
that the use of data gained from data mining in astronomical plate archives can be important. In
this paper we show a few examples.
In Fig.1 we show an example of the study of the low-mass X-ray binary Her X-1/HZ Her on
the astronomical astrograph plates from the Sonneberg Observatory, showing the behavior of the
object during rare inactive state of the system.
More recently, we have started analyzes of selected microquasars on southern archival plates
located at the Bamberg Observatory. As an example, the appearance of the microquasar V4641 Sgr
both in quiet as well as in flaring state is shown in Fig.2. The preliminary results obtained from
these plates confirm the presence of the optical flaring activity (Fig. 7).This is a part of the project
performed at the Bamberg Observatory (Figs.3 and 4).
The long-term light curve of the microquasar Sco X-1/V818 Sco based on the Sonneberg sky
patrol data shows an interesting feature of the long-term high and low state (Fig.5).
An additional interesting and important case is the possibility to study the spectral features and
spectral changes using the astronomical plates taken with the objective prisms, i.e. analyzing the
low-dispersion spectra. Here new dedicated algorithms have been recently developed and tested
(Fig.6), allowing automated classification of objects as well as searches for the objects with unique
spectra and investigations of the spectral changes.
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Figure 1: The optical orbital modulation of HZ Her, the optical counterpart of Her X-1, during its rare
inactive state. Circles denote the observations between JD 2428630 and JD 2429789. Triangles mark the
data between JD 2427543 and JD 2427657 (Hudec & Wenzel 1976).
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Figure 3: The newly reconstructed laboratory of the astronomical plate archive at the Bamberg Observatory
(left) and the Bamberg Observatory blink microscope (right).

Figure 4: The Bamberg plate archive – one of the plate cabinets (left) and the arrangement of the plates in
the cabinets in Bamberg (right).
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Figure 2: The appearance of the microquasar V4641 Sgr on the digitized sky patrol archival plates from the
Bamberg Observatory. The object is shown both in the minimum light (plate SUD 0181, left) as well as in
maximum light (plate SUD 8332, right).
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Figure 6: The automated analysis of a part of the digitized astronomical spectral Schmidt plate from the
Sonneberg Observatory plate archive.

3. Conclusion
The astronomical plate archives represent a suitable data source for the analyzes of the longterm activity of many categories of astrophysical sources including microquasars. The novel
computer-based methods including plate scanning and evaluation by dedicated sophisticated software play a major role here.
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Figure 5: Long-term optical light evolution of V818 Sco, the optical counterpart of Sco X-1. Annular mean
values are given. Error bars show the standard deviation of the mean. Time axis is displayed in years (Hudec
1981).
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Some aspects of the project described here represent a natural continuation of the Czech participation to the ESA INTEGRAL (ESA PECS 98023).
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Figure 7: The optical light curve of the microquasar V4641 Sgr on the blue-band sensitive photographic
plates from the archive of the Bamberg Observatory (1964–1967). The exposure time was 60 min. Typical
uncertainty is 0.05 mag. Magnitudes are displayed with respect to the star GSC 0684802768.

